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the art of welcoming: how can we overcome barriers to welcoming?

the big idea

Fight, flight, freeze, or face

We can understand and address barriers
that keep us from openly welcoming
people who believe differently.

When confronted with a predator, animals respond instinctively with the “fight
or flight response.” This instinct is a gift from God to keep his creatures safe.
However, when we as humans find ourselves outside our comfort zone in a
relationship, that same instinct leads us to withdraw or to go on the offensive.
Both are responses of fear, rather than love. This can easily happen in
conversations with people expressing different beliefs, worldviews, or
opinions. Instead of responding in love, fear gets the best of us and we can
become argumentative or else just pull away. Yet God has designed us with the
capacity to reason, not just react, so that we can take action in a deliberately
loving way.

ice breaker
Describe a humorous time when you
welcomed someone into your home, social
group, or an activity and the situation took
a turn for the worse.

related Scripture
Though I am free and belong to no one, I
have made myself a slave to everyone, to
win as many as possible…. I have
become all things to all people so that by
all possible means I might save some.
1 Corinthians 9:19, 22 (NIV)

challenging wisdom
To convert hostility into hospitality requires
the creation of the friendly empty space
where we can reach out to our fellow
human beings and invite them to a new
relationship. This conversion is an inner
event that cannot be manipulated but must
develop from within. Just as we cannot
force a plant to grow but can take away the
weeds and stones which prevent its
development, so we cannot force anyone to
such a personal and intimate change of
heart, but we can offer the space where
such a change can take place.1
– Henri Nouwen

1Henri

1

discuss

Describe a time when you encountered someone who held
beliefs different from yours. What was your natural response?

What was that person’s reaction to you as a result?

Sometimes we neither flee nor fight, but merely freeze, unable to say or do
anything. This, too, is an instinctive response we see in nature. Like “a deer in
the headlights,” we’re temporarily unable to move.
But this response is not helpful either. After a few uncomfortable encounters,
we can find ourselves avoiding people who believe differently about God, or at
least avoiding conversations about God with them (and they probably avoid us
for the same reason!).
Flight, fight, and freeze all inhibit our ability to make a relational connection.
But God calls us to love others—and not just people who are like us. In order
to do that, we will have to find a way to love in spite of our low-level,
instinctive reactions.

J. M. Nouwen, Reaching Out: The Three Movements of the Spiritual Life (New York: Doubleday, 1986), 77-78.
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The alternative is to face—to move
toward another person in loving
engagement. This will require taking an
honest look at the barriers we erect that
keep us stuck. The value in doing this is
enormous; it will allow us to forge ahead
into open and meaningful relationships.
In so doing, we become more loving, and
might possibly in time introduce people
to the God who loves them.
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discuss

What is your typical pattern
when handling difficult
conversations with people
who believe differently than
you—fight against, flee from,
freeze in place, or face
directly?

Why do you think you
generally respond this way?

Five barriers to
welcoming
While our core instincts can get in the
way of building relationships, we also
hide behind other barriers. No one
aspires to be unfriendly or unwelcoming,
yet we don’t always invite others in,
particularly when those “others” are
different from us. Most barriers are, at
their heart, fear-based; but once we are
no longer blind to their presence, we can
begin to overcome the fears that support
them, allowing us to create an
environment where people feel
welcomed. Let’s take a look at five of
these barriers:

1. Busyness
Our culture has made multi-tasking and
busyness normal, even admirable. But
the pace of our lives wrecks our best

intentions. We say we want to reach out
to others in love, but we simply have no
time to build relationships. In fact, we
barely have time for the people we
already know and love. The words “I’m
busy” are often code for “I’m important.”
How much of your busyness is driven by
your desire for significance? Without
margin in your life, people can be viewed
as an interruption. It will take humility
and intention to slow down and make
space to welcome.
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discuss

Take a good look at your
schedule and discuss the
following questions:
What have you said “yes” to
that is keeping you from taking
time for people who need to
know God’s love?

How much do you involve the
Holy Spirit and build margin
into your schedule?

What tasks can you delegate
(or simply stop doing)?

Are you willing to put aside your
agenda to be interruptible, or
intentionally choose activities
where you will get to know
people who believe differently?

2. Shallowness
Many of us have become accustomed to
surface-level relationships; that’s what
we experience in the workplace, at
school, with our neighbors, and
sometimes even among our friends. We
may wish for deeper connections, but
we’re not even sure how to get there.
Perhaps because we’ve been burned
before or no one ever modeled authentic
community for us, we skim the surface of
relationships. Frankly, we lack relational

depth ourselves—or we fear it—so we’re
unable or unwilling to show
vulnerability, especially toward seekers.
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practice

Make a list of some relational
risks you’d like to take. For
example, tell someone that you
appreciate them, or share
something that might be
misunderstood, such as feeling
sad or inadequate.
Commit to taking one little
risk each day this week, and
journal about one positive
thing that happened as a
result.
Not everyone is ready to go
deeper with you, so pray for
opportunities to build safe
relationships. The goal is to
experience why risk-taking is
worth it.

3. Competitiveness
Like the other barriers to welcoming,
competitiveness is often driven by fear.
Afraid that we won’t measure up, we
adopt a “win-lose” mentality, and try to
“beat” or outsmart others in some way.
Our competitiveness comes out in
conversation with spiritual seekers when
we think that because we know the truth,
we are somehow better than they are.
Competition and comparison destroy the
potential for community and connection.
To remedy this inclination, be
intentionally curious and open. You can
learn something from people who believe
differently from you. Consider the
possibility that other people’s questions
or opinions might cause you to think
more deeply, and help your faith grow.
Consciously choose to let go of the need
to “win” before you even start a
conversation. Memorize this verse and
ask God to help you change your
approach: Do nothing out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in
humility value others above yourselves,
not looking to your own interests but
each of you to the interests of the others
(Philippians 2:3-4, NIV).
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discuss
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discuss

Describe a time when you felt superior to
someone because you knew more than they did.
How did you behave?

Which of these five barriers most often blocks
you from quality relationships with those who
believe differently?

How did he or she respond?

What do you think might be the benefit of
working to overcome it? What specific steps
can you take toward that end?

4. Defensiveness
The barrier of defensiveness is, ironically, offensive! When we
feel insecure, we typically don’t engage in open dialogue.
Around non-Christians, we may fear they will judge us, or
misunderstand us, or look down on us for our faith. When we
lack a firm foundation of faith and identity in Christ, we’ll be
vulnerable to defensiveness, and it will actually push people
away.
To overcome this obstacle, relax! Trust in God and develop your
own relationship with him. Intentionally spend time with nonbelievers to get past the stereotypes you have. They are not “out
to get you” but are full of fears and doubts—just as you are.
Take yourself less seriously. The Bible promises that when we
enter into relationship with God through Jesus, we become new
people: Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has
come: The old has gone, the new is here! (2 Corinthians 5:17,
NIV). You don’t have to prove anything.
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Do you ever feel defensive in a conversation?
How do you respond?

5. Selfishness
The default mode of every human being is to ask, “What’s in it
for me?” If we think engaging with unbelievers is too much
work, we won’t do it. We often choose relationships based on
what we can get, rather than what we can give. But as people
who are loved by God, we’re called to serve others and show
them that same love.
The antidote to selfishness is to serve others. Here’s a little
known secret about serving selflessly: it brings joy! When you
discover an opportunity to serve someone, do it. Volunteer
somewhere, like a school or a shelter. Or, every day simply try to
fill one need that you notice.

Identify without losing
your identity
The Apostle Paul’s identity in Christ was rock-solid, and in that
security he sought common ground with people who didn’t yet
know Jesus. As he explained to the Corinthian church, when he
was with Jews, he didn’t make an issue about his freedom from
the Mosaic Law; when he was with Gentiles, he didn’t use
Jewish terminology that would have been foreign to his listeners
or flaunt his knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures (1 Corinthians
9:19-22). Wherever he was, he purposely put aside his own
personal freedom in order to relate well with people.
To “become like” people who are far from God does not mean
adopting their patterns of sinful behavior or coarse language. But
within our identity as followers of Jesus, it might mean paying
more attention to our language and behavior—speaking in a way
that makes sense to people we’re spending time with, and
putting aside our personal preferences in order to show respect
for their background and interests.
Paul was also remarkably transparent about his own weaknesses;
and in every instance, his weakness or suffering led inevitably to
a chance to reveal how God was working in his life (Romans
7:14-25). So many sensitive aspects of our humanity—desire for
acceptance, aspirations for achievement, or the need to feel
secure—are common to all people. Being willing to admit
weakness opens doors to make it safe for others to share
vulnerably, and to open an earnest conversation about the reality
of our relationship with God.
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discuss

What comes to mind when you think about
admitting your struggles with unbelieving
friends? What would it look like for you to follow
Paul’s example of “becoming like” unbelievers,
but not falling into sinful patterns of behavior?
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Practice on Your Own

Getting the Big Idea

Consider the barrier to welcoming that
you identified in #7. Recall a time when
it adversely impacted your relationship
with a seeker. Ask God to reveal why
this barrier has sway in your life and
write out a prayer about how you will
address this particular barrier. Share
your plan with a group member and
encourage each other in the upcoming
week.

In order to welcome people with different beliefs, we need to
recognize our typical response to people with differing worldviews
and the barriers that keep us from connecting well with them. As
we learn to identify with people while still being true to our new
nature in Christ, we will have the opportunity to share his love
naturally in a spirit of openness, grace, and truth.

Resources to Check Out
• The Art of Neighboring by Jay Pathak and David Runyon

(Baker Books, 2012)
• Everybody’s Normal Till You Get to Know Them by John

Ortberg (Zondervan, 2003)
• Reaching Out: The Three Movements of the Spiritual Life by
Henri J. M. Nouwen (Doubleday, 1986)

Q Place Story
Melanie was in the middle of a big project at work
and her college son was home on break when her
friend Aida called. Aida was deeply concerned about
her friend Lillian, whose husband had just left her for
another woman. Knowing that Melanie had helped
people connect with God in times of crisis, Aida
asked Melanie to spend time with Lillian. But Melanie
hesitated. She didn’t know Lillian at all and really
would have preferred not to get involved. At the
moment, life was busy and overwhelming, and quite
frankly, she just didn’t have any time to spare.
But then Lillian herself started calling Melanie and
wanted to get together. Due to Lillian’s persistence,
Melanie agreed to meet with her for an hour. Lillian
came over, and within thirty minutes, Melanie realized
that God was at work in Lillian’s life and was inviting

her to relinquish her heavy burdens and allow Jesus
to carry them.
When Melanie suggested to this broken woman that
Jesus could be trusted to be her friend through this
crisis and in all aspects of her life, to Melanie’s
surprise, Lillian agreed without hesitation. Then she
invited Jesus into her life and asked him to clean it
up, believing that he was God and could give her
what she needed most.
Melanie’s barriers of busyness and selfishness
almost prevented her from meeting with Lillian and
revealing to her the source of all lasting peace and
joy. When Lillian went home, Melanie turned back to
her day with a profound sense of humility and
gratitude to God for what he had done.

Getting Ready: Noticing, Praying, Listening
Getting Started: Asking Questions, Loving, Welcoming
Keeping It Going: Facilitating, Serving Together, Sharing

These nine surprisingly simple practices build a foundation of relational trust and open the
gateway for conversations about God to unfold naturally. The goal of the Arts curriculum is
to help Christians cultivate ongoing spiritual conversations.
Each module in the Arts series could be used:
1. By individuals who desire vibrant spiritual conversations with those around them
2. In a triad of facilitators getting ready to launch a Q Place
3. In a small group of Christians wanting to grow in these practices
4. In Sunday school classes and a variety of church-based discipleship groups
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